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Abstract

Leprosy (Hansen's disease) has been associated with a deep stigma that dates back to ancient history. Japan's leprosy control policy exemplifies the ethical questions this disease evokes in the context of human rights in modern medicine. This paper explores the history of Japanese leprosy control policy which started during its rapid modernization in the late 19th century and continued until 1996. I argue that the responsibility of the medical profession for development of the overall control policy which resulted in a mass human rights violation. Japanese leprosy control policy can be interpreted as four powers given to the medical profession: 1) forced isolation, 2) sterilization, 3) forced labor, and 4) arbitrary punishment. Japanese leprologists considered forced isolation necessary, even after sulfone drugs became widely available and the international medical community suggested that forced isolation should be abolished. Male patients who wished to marry had to undergo vasectomy, and pregnant female patients were forced to have abortions. Patients with milder symptoms were assigned heavy labor, which may have exacerbated their condition. Leprosarium directors were empowered to arrest and punish disobedient patients without court order. Records show that 22 of 92 persons imprisoned in Jukambo, a special leprosarium facility for the most severe punishments, died in confinement. In the landmark Kemamoto judgment in 2001, the court ruled that forced isolation was not justifiable after it became medically unnecessary, since at least the 1960s. However, the other three troubling aspects of the control program were left unquestioned, even though those would be much more difficult to justify. Furthermore, the lawsuit was filed against the country, and no individual responsible for the establishment and continuation of the policy was prosecuted.

1. Introduction

Leprosy, or Hansen's disease, has been associated with a deep stigma that dates back to ancient history. In many parts of the world, patients were ostracized by their communities and families based on religious or popular beliefs that often described leprosy as a result of sins or wrongdoings. It was described as a divine punishment for immorality in the Old Testament, and hundreds of leprosy patients were considered to be killed because of rumors that some of them poisoned wells and fountains in medieval Europe. In Japan, there was a Buddhism-rooted belief that explained leprosy as an outcome of wrongdoings in the patient's previous lives. Japanese folklore tells of leprosy
patients cast away in valleys or on mountains.\(^2\) However, the leprosy control policy in modernized Japan exemplifies a situation that has evoked serious ethical questions in the scientific period of modern medicine and public health. In the second section of this paper, I will explore the history of Japanese leprosy control policy from a paternalism point of view in which four powers were given to the medical profession. The third section briefly sketches how the control policy ended.

2. Leprosy Control Policy In Japan

Japan's leprosy control policy started during its rapid modernization in the late 19th century when the country opened its ports and started introducing Western socio-legal systems and medicine. Leprosy patients of the day gathered and formed colonies around shrines, temples, and hot springs. Some Westerners observed them leading miserable lives on the streets as outcasts or beggars,\(^3\) and some missionaries established private leprosaria. In 1889, the French Catholic missionary Germain Léger Testevuide opened the first private leprosarium, Koyama Fukusei Hospital in Shizuoka Prefecture. The establishment of private leprosaria by several other foreign missionaries followed. Their activities were welcomed by patients, but stimulated a rivalry from Japanese leaders who wished to make Japan "a first-class nation" with a modernized public health system.\(^4\)

From an ethical point of view, Japanese leprosy control policy can be interpreted as four powers given to the medical profession which resulted in a mass human rights violation: 1) forced isolation, 2) sterilization, 3) forced labor, and 4) arbitrary punishment.

1) Forced isolation

The first International Leprosy Conference was held in Berlin in 1897, in which two Japanese physicians participated. The conference acknowledged leprosy as a contagion caused by *Mycobacterium leprae*, as described by a Norwegian physician, Armauer Hansen, in 1873. There were differing views among the attendees regarding the containment of leprosy by isolation,\(^5\) but the conference eventually concluded that patient isolation was necessary as part of the disease control strategy. This conclusion inspired Japanese leaders and physicians to support patient isolation.\(^6\) In 1900, the Japanese Ministry of Home Affairs conducted a national survey and reported 30,359 leprosy patients.\(^7\) In 1907, the Leprosy Prevention Law (LPL) was enacted, under which physicians were required to report all leprosy patients they found, and political officers were empowered to order these patients admitted to leprosaria. In 1909, five public leprosaria opened in Aomori, Tokyo, Osaka, Kagawa, and Kumamoto. Additional leprosaria were added later to total 13 national leprosaria that covered most of the country.

During the 20th century, international and Japanese health care professionals gradually diverged in their views of forced isolation of leprosy patients. The International Leprosy Association (ILA) increasingly emphasized voluntary and limited isolation. After sulfone drugs were found effective in the 1940s and their use increased in the 1950s and 1960s, the ILA and other international medical organizations recommended that enforced isolation be avoided as much as possible.\(^8\) In Japan, on the other hand, leprologists continued to believe that patient isolation was effective and necessary. Furthermore, they repeatedly requested expansion of the capacity of leprosaria and more intensive isolation. There was only minor argument among Japanese leprologists that forced isolation may not be necessary. In 1931, leprologist Noboru Ogasawara of Kyoto University insisted that the disease was not incurable, not heritable, and not highly contagious,\(^9\) but his claim was ignored and attacked by other leprologists. In 1935, the government adopted a program to eradicate leprosy within 20 years, and local governments launched a nationwide campaign in 1938 named Muraiken Undo (literally, "campaign to clean up leprosy in every prefecture") through which they encouraged local residents to identify leprosy patients in their neighborhood and inform officials in order to send them to leprosaria.

After WWII, Japanese society was drastically democratized under US occupation; however, the policy of forced isolation of leprosy patients survived. The new Constitution proclaimed fundamental human rights for all nationals, including freedom of political activity. In 1951, the National Leprosaria Patients' Association was established. Although this association demanded the abolition of forced isolation, leprologists were successful in maintaining it. In the same year, three leprosarium directors, Kensuke Mitsuda, Yoshinobu Hayashi, and Matsuki Miyazaki, recommended that the Diet maintain and reinforce the isolation policy. The LPL was revised in 1953 in accordance with the leprologists' opinions: it upheld compulsory isolation, prohibition of leave without permission, and punishment of disobedient patients. As the law defined no discharge codes, patients had to be isolated for life. Meanwhile, the nationwide campaign Muraiken Undo had resulted in almost complete isolation of patients. The number of those hospitalized in leprosaria reached 11,057 in 1955, which was estimated to be 91% of all leprosy patients in the country.\(^9\) Therefore, in the 1950s, almost all leprosy patients in Japan had been isolated in leprosaria and were destined to live out their lives there, even after they were treated with sulfone drugs and proven not to have bacilli.

2) Sterilization

The notion that leprosy patients should be prevented from having children had been accepted, not only by Japanese leprologists, but also by foreign missionaries involved in the care of leprosy patients. However, they adopted very different approaches. Hanna Riddell, an English missionary who opened a private leprosarium, Kaishun Hospital in Kumamoto, insisted on sex segregation; the idea of hospitalizing female and male patients separately. However, Kensuke Mitsuda, a leading leprologist, argued against her approach, pointing out that sex segregation was unrealistic. He wrote, "It will be natural for desperate persons to live only for the pleasure of the moment. But the only pleasures they can obtain in leprosaria are gambling or adultery. ... Here, a moral anarchy has emerged that resulted in more than a dozen babies that should not
have been born." 9) Mitsuda concluded that sex segregation was impracticable in national leprosaria, and that sterilization of patients was more realistic and would contribute to patient welfare by permitting them to marry. Furthermore, he believed that sterilization would contribute to a peaceful atmosphere in leprosaria, because physicians could allow patients to marry without letting them have children.

In 1915, Mitsuda began to vasectomize male patients who wished to cohabit with female patients. In the book he published in 1950, Mitsuda wrote that the first vasectomy was performed on a voluntary patient, 10) but many patients later claimed that sterilization was conducted against their wishes and that it severely impaired their dignity. Furthermore, pregnant female patients were often forced to have abortions. Former patient Shige Tamashiro regretfully described an enforced abortion, or rather, the infanticide. She clearly remembers the infant waving its hands and legs on a surgical plate, before a nurse covered the nose and the mouth of the infant with a piece of gauze to terminate its breathing, saying to Tamashiro, "It is a cute girl, and looks very much like you." 11)

During Japanese colonization of the Korean peninsula, officials of Shorokoto Kousei-en, a Japanese-run leprosarium on Sorokdo Island near the southwestern tip of the peninsula, performed patient sterilization as a punishment. A former Korean patient testified in a lawsuit against the Japanese government in 2004 that he was vasectomized when he refused to worship at a Japanese Shinto shrine in the leprosarium. He was placed in the confinement room, and forced to undergo sterilization without being given any explanation. Vasectomies and abortions had been conducted on leprosy patients without legal basis, but both were legalized by the Eugenic Law (Yusei Hogo Hou) enacted in 1948.

3) Forced labor

Former patients have claimed that living conditions in national leprosaria were far from appropriate. They were assigned many types of labour, because doctors in leprosaria "encouraged patients towards mutual aid." 12) Patients with milder conditions were assigned to nurse invalid patients, bury dead patients, wash bandages and gauze for reuse, collect night soil, and repair buildings and roads. For example, During WWII, patients of Kuryu Rakusen-en, a national leprosarium in Gumma located on a hillside at an altitude of 1200 meters, were ordered to walk down to markets about 10 kilometers (6.3 miles) away to buy charcoal and firewood in order to save gasoline. They had to walk on mountain trails back to the leprosarium carrying heavy loads of charcoal and firewood. 13) It is presumed that heavy labour exacerbated their condition, because the disease renders victims insensitive to wounds and pain. Former patient Yuji Kodama of Kuryu Rakusen-en related that when he and other patients were gathering firewood in a steep valley, he noticed that bunches of firewood passed from one patient to another were stained with blood.

4) Arbitrary punishment

Leprologist Mitsuda wrote that some patients in leprosaria committed assault and battery, theft, adultery, and incited riots, but "there was no way to control disorderliness." 14) He also pointed out that if a leprosy patient who was not institutionalized committed a crime and was arrested, he or she would be sent to a leprosarium instead of a prison because prisons would not accept leprosy patients. In 1916, the government accepted their request for police power by revising the LPL so that leprosarium directors were empowered to arrest and punish disobedient patients. Accordingly, confinement facilities were built in all national leprosaria. The director could imprison patients for up to one month and reduce their meals to twice a day without a court order. However, leprologists of the day regarded confinement as nothing but a mild "house arrest" which "seldom had any effect on the brutal ones who could repeat their crimes." 15) Directors of national leprosaria decided to build a special facility in which they could give more severe punishments. The special facility was constructed in Kuryu Rakusen-en in 1938 and officially named Tokubetsu Byoshitsu ("special sickroom"), but was called Jukambo ("maximum confinement facility") by patients. In fact, it was a place of deadly confinement composed of eight cells. A post-WWII investigation of Jukambo unveiled one of the darkest aspects of Japanese leprosy control policy. Records showed that 22 of 92 persons imprisoned died during their imprisonment or within a few months after their release. The dates of their deaths in Jukambo were concentrated between November and March, when the air temperature of the region dropped to -16°C (-3.2°F) or below. Jukambo cells had no heating apparatus, and the building was on a low foundation, probably to prevent patients from escaping through the floor. Furthermore, patients were usually imprisoned much longer than the ordained period. The average length of confinement was more than 130 days. The longest imprisonment was over 500 days.

In 1947, media coverage made Jukambo a scandal and officials of the Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW) commented at the Diet that they would abolish it. However, the power given to leprosarium directors to arrest and punish patients remained in effect, and a "leper's prison" was established in Kikuchi Keifu-en, a national leprosarium in Kumamoto, in 1953.

3. End of The Policy

The Japanese leprosy control policy remained unchanged for a long time. It survived the 1950s when post-WWII reform democratized Japanese socio-legal systems, the 1960s when sulfone drugs became widely available and studies showed that leprosy was rarely contagious, 16) and the 1970s and 1980s when Japanese scholars introduced bioethics and its concepts (i.e., patients' rights and informed consent). Its crucial last moments came as late as the 1990s, when all residents in leprosaria had become "former patients" who were bacteriologically negative and had spent most of their lives there.
1) Patients' rights movement

It should be noted that patients' activities to abolish the control policy started early. Since the 1920s, patients' associations were organized in each leprosarium to improve living conditions. Their activities were suppressed during wartime, and they were terrorized by arbitrary punishment, especially confinement in Jukambo. However, the suppressed energy burst out once the Constitution of Japan guaranteed fundamental human rights, including freedom of assembly and speech, and the Jukambo was abolished. As mentioned above, the National Leprosaria Patients' Association was established in 1951, and demanded abolition of the above-mentioned questionable powers. Some patients went on hunger strikes at their leprosaria, and a few hundred went on a sit-down strike in front of the MHW and Diet Building. However, their movement came up against public ignorance. There had seldom been media coverage about the patients' movement, and Japanese media generally approved of the isolation policies until around the 1980s.

2) Abolishment of LPL

Admittedly, at least in the 1980s, patients' unions and medical professionals began to cooperate to change the situation. Fujio Otani, a medical official of MHW, is regarded as a key player in the partnership between medical professionals and former patients who were now old and afraid of being discharged from leprosaria by force. Furthermore, due to sterilization, they had no children who could support them when they went back into society. The powers given to medical professionals over patients were now applied mildly. Former patients were almost free to leave their leprosaria and were released from heavy labor (which had gradually been assigned to the leprosarium staff). Otani expressed his opinion that the LPL should be repealed and replaced by a new law to guarantee their livelihood and welfare at the 1994 meeting of the Japanese Leprosy Association and at the 1995 Government-organized LPL Review Committee. In accordance with the Committee's report, the Diet passed the Act to Abolish the Leprosy Prevention Law in 1996.

3) Lawsuit against the country

On May 11, 2001, the Kumamoto District Court declared that the isolation policy had violated the fundamental human rights guaranteed in the Constitution of Japan. The court associated the isolation policy with an "absolute isolation" and "extinction" of leprosy patients. It held the MHW responsible for failing to seek an early reversal of the LPL, and the Diet responsible for inaction in repealing it, ordering compensation and an apology from the government. The point at issue in the Kumamoto judgment was the forced isolation of leprosy patients, which the court ruled to be unjustifiable after it became medically unnecessary, since at least the 1960s. However, the other three questionable aspects of the leprosy control policy that I have considered here were left unexamined, even though those would be even more difficult to justify. Furthermore, the lawsuit was filed against the country, and no individual responsible for the establishment and continuation of the policy was prosecuted.

Conclusion

The history of Japanese leprosy control policy described here suggests that the responsibility of medical professionals for development of the overall control policy was significant. Most aspects of the control policy were proposed by leading leprologists, and the policy can be considered as their strong paternalism being realized as extreme powers to accomplish 1) forced isolation, 2) sterilization, 3) forced labor, and 4) arbitrary punishment. On the other hand, the history also shows that there was a patients' rights movement in its own right - a half century before academic bioethics introduced Western concept of patients' rights to the country. However, the movement found the society less supportive in pre-bioethics Japan in which overwhelming power was given to the physician. The patient's only choices were to obey or to offer a hopeless resistance at the risk of punishment.
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Abstract
Caesarian Sections in Australia have risen exponentially in the last fifteen years. Reasons for the rise of caesarian sections are both broad and complex and highlight the increasing medicalization and intervention of the western bio-medical model. This article gives an overview of caesarian sections in Australia and discusses some of the main medical and ethical issues regarding this practice.
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Introduction
Until recently, caesarian section (CS) has been complementary to vaginal birth deliveries among Australian women. However, during the last 10-15 years there has been an exponential rise in CS among Australian women. Consequently, the steep rise in CS has brought up various medical, social and ethical issues which have not been adequately addressed. This paper gives an overview of CS in Australia and purports some of the medical and ethical issues which are located in this practice.

Prevalence in CS among Australian Women
CS has increased in Australia as a preferred form of giving birth, from a base of 19.4% in 1994 to 28.5% in 2003. Australia's rates of CS are high when compared with other countries. For example, CS rates in the United Kingdom during 2003-2004 were 22.7%. In New Zealand, and 9.2% in the Netherlands. In relation to CS "in 2003, 57.9% were without labour while 41.9% were with labour." In addition, CS deliveries from Aboriginal and Torres Strait mothers were less frequent at 23.3% compared to 28.8% for non-indigenous mothers. From 1983-2003 emergency CS have increased in Australia by 70%.

In Western Australia there were more than 430,000 CS deliveries for the period between 1984-2003. Statistics reveal that planned or elective CS have risen among females in Western Australia from 6% to 13% over a twenty year period, while there has been a 70% increase in emergency CS for the same period. In New South Wales 20% of 131,101 women had a CS for the period 1998-2002. Research has also found that Australian women with private medical cover are three times as likely to have elective CS than women who are not insured. This trend is further illustrated with women having CS at 37. 4% in Australian private hospitals while women in Australian public hospitals having CS at 25.7%.

Medical Risks of Caesarian Section
The popularity of CS among Australian women should not downplay its inherent risks. A 2005 study of 136,000 “second pregnancies” in New South Wales that had CS performed during their first delivery were found to be at greater risk of uterine rupture, hysterecctomy and infection. Moreover, babies that were born prematurely needed intensive care. In addition, women who had CS in their first delivery had increasing complications if the second birth was also delivered by CS. Despite medical improvement, CS delivery has increasing health complications for the mother and child.

According to Fenwick et al, CS “poses greater physical and emotional risk to both mother and baby.”
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